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Abstract
This paper proposes a general adaptive procedure for budget-limited predictor design in high di-
mensions called two-stage Sampling, Prediction and Adaptive Regression via Correlation Screening
(SPARCS). SPARCS can be applied to high dimensional prediction problems in experimental science,
medicine, finance, and engineering, as illustrated by the following. Suppose one wishes to run a sequence
of experiments to learn a sparse multivariate predictor of a dependent variable Y (disease prognosis
for instance) based on a p dimensional set of independent variables X = [X1, . . . , Xp]T (assayed
biomarkers). Assume that the cost of acquiring the full set of variables X increases linearly in its
dimension. SPARCS breaks the data collection into two stages in order to achieve an optimal tradeoff
between sampling cost and predictor performance. In the first stage we collect a few (n) expensive
samples {yi,xi}ni=1, at the full dimension p  n of X, winnowing the number of variables down to
a smaller dimension l < p using a type of cross-correlation or regression coefficient screening. In the
second stage we collect a larger number (t − n) of cheaper samples of the l variables that passed the
screening of the first stage. At the second stage, a low dimensional predictor is constructed by solving the
standard regression problem using all t samples of the selected variables. SPARCS is an adaptive online
algorithm that implements false positive control on the selected variables, is well suited to small sample
sizes, and is scalable to high dimensions. We establish asymptotic bounds for the Familywise Error Rate
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2(FWER), specify high dimensional convergence rates for support recovery, and establish optimal sample
allocation rules to the first and second stages.
Index Terms
high dimensional regression, predictive modeling, model selection, thresholding, two-stage prediction,
graphical models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much effort has been invested in the sparse regression problem where the objective is to learn a sparse
linear predictor from training data {yi, xi1, xi2, . . . , xip}ni=1 where the number p of predictor variables is
much larger that the number n of training samples. Applications in science and engineering where such
“small n large p” problems arise include: sparse signal reconstruction [11], [15]; channel estimation in
multiple antenna wireless communications [27], [8]; text processing of internet documents [20], [14]; gene
expression array analysis [24]; combinatorial chemistry [47]; environmental sciences [45]; and others [26].
In this n p setting training a linear predictor becomes difficult due to rank deficient normal equations,
overfitting errors, and high computational complexity.
A large number of methods for solving the sparse regression problem have been proposed. These
include methods that simultaneously perform variable selection, and predictor design, and the methods
that perform these two operations separately. The former class of methods includes, for example, least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), elastic LASSO, and group LASSO [26], [48], [16],
[9], [57], [21], [10]. The latter class of methods includes sequential thresholding approaches such as
sure independence screening (SIS); and marginal regression [17], [22], [23], [18]. All of these methods
are offline in the sense that they learn the predictor from a batch of precollected samples of all the
variables. In this paper we propose an online framework, called two-stage Sampling, Prediction and
Adaptive Regression via Correlation Screening (SPARCS), which unequally and adaptively samples the
variables in the process of constructing the predictor. One of the principal results of this paper is that,
as compared under common sampling budget constraints, the proposed SPARCS method results in better
prediction performance than offline methods.
Specifically, the SPARCS method for online sparse regression operates in two-stages. The first stage,
which we refer to as the SPARCS screening stage, collects a small number of full dimensional samples
and performs variable selection on them. Variable selection at the SPARCS screening stage can be
performed in one of two ways, i.e., by screening the sample cross-correlation between Y and X, as in
sure independence screening (SIS), or by thresholding the generalized Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
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3solution, which we propose in this paper and we refer to as predictive correlation screening (PCS).
The second stage of SPARCS, referred to as the SPARCS regression stage, collects a larger number of
reduced dimensional samples, consisting only of the variables selected at the first stage, and regresses
the responses on the the selected variables to build the predictor.
We establish the following theoretical results on SPARCS. First, under a sparse correlation assumption,
we establish a Poisson-like limit theorem for the number of variables that pass the SPARCS screening
stage as p→∞ for fixed n. This yields a Poisson approximation to the probability of false discoveries
that is accurate for small n and very large p. The Poisson-like limit theorem also specifies a phase
transition threshold for the false discovery probability. Second, with n, the number of samples in the first
stage, and t, the total number of samples, we establish that n needs only be of order log p for SPARCS
to succeed in recovering the support set of the optimal OLS predictor. Third, given a cost-per-sample
that is linear in the number of assayed variables, we show that the optimal value of n is on the order of
log t. The above three results, established for our SPARCS framework, can be compared to theory for
correlation screening [30], [31], support recovery for multivariate LASSO [41], and optimal exploration
vs. exploitation allocation in multi-armed bandits [5].
SPARCS can of course also be applied offline. When implemented in this way, it can be viewed as
an alternative to LASSO-type regression methods [48], [42], [50], [33], [52]. LASSO based methods
try to perform simultaneous variable selection and regression via minimizing an `1-regularized Mean
Squared Error (MSE) objective function. Since the `1-regularized objective function is not differentiable,
such an optimization is computationally costly, specially for large p. Several approaches such as LARS
[16], [35], [32], gradient projection methods [19], [43], interior point methods [37], [38] and active-set-
type algorithms [36], [55], [56] have been developed to optimize the LASSO objective function. SPARCS
however differs from LASSO as it does not consider a regularized objective function and does not require
costly iterative optimization. Instead, it performs variable selection via thresholding the min-norm solution
to the non-regularized OLS problem.
Offline implementation of the proposed SPARCS method can be compared with correlation learning,
also called marginal regression, simple thresholding, and sure independence screening [22], [23], [17],
wherein the simple sample cross-correlation vector between the response variable and the predictor
variables is thresholded. The theory developed in this paper also yields phase transitions for the familywise
false discovery rate for these methods.
The SPARCS screening stage has some similarity to recently developed correlation screening and hub
screening in graphical models [30], [31]. However, there are important and fundamental differences. The
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4methods in [30], [31] screen for connectivity in the correlation graph, i.e., they only screen among the
predictor variables {X1, . . . , Xp}. SPARCS screens for the connections in the bi-partite graph between
the response variable Y and the predictor variables X1, ..., Xp. Thus SPARCS is a supervised learning
method that accounts for Y while the methods of [30], [31] are unsupervised methods.
SPARCS can also be compared to sequential sampling methods, originating in the pioneering work of
[51]. This work has continued in various directions such as sequential selection and ranking and adaptive
sampling schemes [7], [25]. Recent advances include the many multi-stage adaptive support recovery
methods that have been collectively called distilled sensing [29], [28], [53], [54] in the compressive
sensing literature. While bearing some similarities, our SPARCS approach differs from distilled sensing
(DS). Like SPARCS, DS performs initial stage thresholding in order to reduce the number of measured
variables in the second stage. However, in distilled sensing the objective is to recover a few variables with
high mean amplitudes from a larger set of initially measured predictor variables. In contrast, SPARCS
seeks to recover a few variables that are strongly predictive of the response variable from a large number
of initially measured predictor variables and the corresponding response variable. Furthermore, unlike in
DS, in SPARCS the final predictor uses all the information on selected variables collected during both
stages.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a practical motivation for SPARCS from the
perspective of an experimental design problem in biology. It introduces the under-determined multivariate
regression problem and formally defines the two stages of the SPARCS algorithm. Section III develops
high dimensional asymptotic analysis for screening and support recovery performance of SPARCS.
Section III also provides theory that specifies optimal sample allocation between the two stages of
SPARCS. Section IV presents simulation comparisons and an application to symptom prediction from
gene expression data.
II. TWO-STAGE SPARCS METHOD FOR ONLINE SPARSE REGRESSION
In this section we motivate the two-stage SPARCS method for online sparse regression via an exper-
imental design problem in biology. Moreover, we formally define each stage of the two-stage SPARCS
method.
A. Motivation and definition for SPARCS
As a practical motivation for SPARCS consider the following sequential design problem that is relevant
to applications where the cost of samples increases with the number p of variables. This is often the
case for example, in gene microarray experiments: a high throughput “full genome” gene chip with
October 4, 2016 DRAFT
5Fig. 1. Price of arrays as a function of the number of probes. The dots represent pricing per slide for Agilent Custom
Microarrays G2509F, G2514F, G4503A, G4502A (May 2014). The cost increases as a function of probeset size. Source: BMC
Genomics and RNA Profiling Core.
p = 40, 000 gene probes can be significantly more costly than a smaller assay that tests fewer than
p = 15, 000 gene probes (see Fig. 1). In this situation a sensible cost-effective approach would be to use
a two-stage procedure: first select a smaller number l of variables on a few expensive high throughput
samples and then construct the predictor on additional cheaper low throughput samples.
Motivated by the above practical example, we propose SPARCS as the following two-stage procedure.
The first stage of SPARCS, also referred to as the SPARCS screening stage, performs variable selection
and the second stage, also referred to as the SPARCS regression stage, constructs a predictor using the
variables selected at the first stage. More specifically, assume that there are a total of t samples {yi,xi}ti=1
available. During the first stage a number n ≤ t of these samples are assayed for all p variables and during
the second stage the rest of the t−n samples are assayed for a subset of l < p of the variables selected in
the first stage. Variable selection at the SPARCS screening stage can be performed in one of two ways, (1)
by screening the sample marginal cross-correlation between Y and X, as in sure independence screening
(SIS), or (2) by thresholding the solution to the generalized Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) problem,
which we refer to as predictive correlation screening (PCS). Subsequently, the SPARCS regression stage
uses standard OLS to design a l-variable predictor using all t samples collected during both stages.
An asymptotic analysis (as the total number of samples t → ∞) of the above two-stage predictor is
undertaken in Sec. III to obtain the optimal sample allocation for stage 1 and stage 2. Assuming that
a sample of a single variable has unit cost and that the total available budget for all of the samples is
µ, the asymptotic analysis yields minimum Mean Squared Error (MSE) when n, t, p, and k satisfy the
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6budget constraint:
np+ (t− n)k ≤ µ, (1)
where k is the true number of active variables in the underlying linear model. The condition in (1) is
relevant in cases where there is a bound on the total sampling cost of the experiment and the cost of a
sample increases linearly in its dimension p.
B. SPARCS screening stage
We start out with some notations. Assume that n i.i.d. paired realizations of X = [X1, . . . , Xp] and Y
are available, where X is a random vector of predictor variables and Y is a scalar response variable to
be predicted. We represent the n × p predictor data matrix as X and the n × 1 response data vector as
Y. The p× p sample covariance matrix Sx for the rows of the data matrix X is defined as:
Sx =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x)T (xi − x), (2)
where xi is the i-th row of data matrix X, and x is the vector average of all n rows of X. We also denote
the sample variance of the elements of Y as sy.
Consider the n× (p+ 1) concatenated matrix W = [X,Y]. The sample cross-covariance vector Sxy is
defined as the upper right p× 1 block of the (p+ 1)× (p+ 1) sample covariance matrix obtained by (2)
using W as the data matrix instead of X. The p× p sample correlation matrix Rx is defined as
Rx = D
− 1
2
Sx S
xD
− 1
2
Sx , (3)
where DA represents a matrix that is obtained by zeroing out all but diagonal entries of A. Moreover,
the p× 1 sample cross-correlation vector Rxy is defined as:
Rxy = D
− 1
2
Sx S
xy(sy)−
1
2 . (4)
The SIS method for the SPARCS screening stage selects the desired number of variables, l, by picking
the l variables that have the largest absolute sample correlation with the response variable Y . Therefore,
SIS performs support recovery by discovering the entries of Rxy whose absolute value is larger than
some threshold.
Next we introduce the under-determined ordinary least squares (OLS) multivariate regression problem.
Assume that n < p. We define the generalized Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator of Y given X
as the min-norm solution of the under-determined least squares regression problem
min
Bxy∈Rp
‖Y− XBxy‖2F , (5)
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7where ‖A‖F represents the Frobenius norm of matrix A. The min-norm solution to (5) is the vector of
regression coefficients
Bxy = (Sx)†Sxy, (6)
where A† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the matrix A. If the i-th entry of the regression
coefficient vector Bxy is zero then the i-th predictor variable is not included in the OLS estimator. This
is the main motivation for the PCS method for variable selection at the SPARCS screening stage. More
specifically, the PCS method selects the l entries of Bxy having the largest absolute values. Equivalently,
PCS performs support recovery by discovering the entries of the generalized OLS solution Bxy whose
absolute value is larger than some threshold.
In Sec. III-C we will see that, under certain assumptions, SIS and PCS admit similar asymptotic
support recovery guarantees. However, our experimental results in Sec. IV show that for n  p, if SIS
(or LASSO) is used instead of PCS in the SPARCS screening stage, the performance of the two-stage
predictor suffers. This empirical observation suggests that pre-multiplication of Sxy by the pseudo-inverse
(Sx)† instead of by the diagonal matrix D−1/2Sx , can improve the performance of the SPARCS procedure.
C. SPARCS regression stage
In the second stage of SPARCS, a number t − n of additional samples are collected for the l < p
variables found by the SPARCS screening stage. Subsequently, a sparse OLS predictor of Y is constructed
using only the l variables selected at the SPARCS screening stage. Specifically, the predictor coefficients
are determined from all of the t samples according to
(Sx(l))
−1Sxy(l), (7)
where Sx(l) and S
xy
(l) are the l× l sample covariance matrix and the l× 1 sample cross-covariance vector
obtained for the set of l variables selected by the SPARCS screening stage.
In Sec. III we establish high dimensional statistical convergence rates for the two stage online SPARCS
procedure and we obtain asymptotically optimal sample allocation proportions n/t and (t− n)/t for the
first and second stage.
III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
A. Notations and assumptions
In this section we introduce some additional notation and state the required assumptions for our
asymptotic statistical analysis of SPARCS.
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8The following notations are required for the propositions in this section. The surface area of the (n−2)-
dimensional unit sphere Sn−2 in Rn−1 is denoted by by an. In the sequel we often refer to a vector on
Sn−2 as a unit norm vector.
Our statistical analysis of SPARCS uses the U-score representations of the data. More specifically,
there exist a (n− 1)× p matrix Ux with unit norm columns, and a (n− 1)× 1 unit norm vector Uy such
that the following representations hold [30], [31]:
Rx = (Ux)TUx, (8)
and
Rxy = (Ux)TUy. (9)
Specifically, the columns of the matrices Ux and Uy in the above representations are called U-scores. U-
scores lie on the (n− 2)-sphere Sn−2 in IRn−1 and are constructed by projecting away the component of
the Z-scores that are orthogonal to the n− 1 dimensional hyperplane {u ∈ IRn : 1Tu = 0}. The sample
correlation between Xi and Xj can be computed using the inner product or the Euclidean distance
between associated U-scores:
rxij = (U
x
i )
TUxj = 1−
‖Uxi −Uxj ‖22
2
. (10)
Similarly, the sample correlation between Xi and Y can be computed as:
rxyi = (U
x
i )
TUy = 1− ‖U
x
i −Uy‖22
2
. (11)
More details about the U-scores representations can be found in [30], [31] and in the Appendix.
Assume that U,V are two independent and uniformly distributed random vectors on Sn−2. For a
threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1], let r = √2(1− ρ). P0(ρ, n) is then defined as the probability that either ‖U−V‖2 ≤
r or ‖U + V‖2 ≤ r. P0(ρ, n) can be computed using the formula for the area of spherical caps on Sn−2
(cf. [40]):
P0 = I1−ρ2((n− 2)/2, 1/2), (12)
in which Ix(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function.
S ⊆ {1, . . . , p} denotes the set of indices of the variables selected by the SPARCS screening stage.
Moreover, l refers to the number of variables selected at the SPARCS screning stage, i.e., |S| = l.
For the asymptotic analysis we assume that the response Y is generated from the following statistical
model:
Y = ai1Xi1 + ai2Xi2 + · · ·+ aikXik +N, (13)
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9where pi0 = {i1, · · · , ik} is a set of distinct indices in {1, . . . , p}, X = [X1, X2, · · · , Xp] is the vector of
predictors, Y is the response variable, and N is a noise variable. Xi1 , · · · , Xik are called active variables
and the remaining p − k variables are called inactive variables. In the sequel, we refer to the set pi0 as
the support set, and |pi0| = k denotes the number of active variables.
Unless otherwise specified, throughout this paper we consider random data matrices X that satisfy the
following: for every  > 0 there exist a constant C > 0 such that the following concentration property
holds:
P
( ‖DSx −DΣx‖ >  ) < exp(−Cn), (14)
in which ‖A‖ is the operator norm of A, Sx is the sample covariance matrix defined in (2), and Σx is
the population covariance matrix. Property (14) is similar to, but weaker than, the concentration property
introduced in [17] as it only implies bounds on the joint convergence rate of the diagonal entries of
the sample covariance matrix (i.e., sample variances of the predictor variables X1, · · · , Xp) and does
not imply bounds on the convergence of the off-diagonal entries of the sample covariance matrix (i.e.,
sample cross covariances of the predictor variables X1, · · · , Xp). It is known that the concentration
property (14) holds when the predictors X follow a p-variate distribution with sub-Gaussian tails [39].
It is worth mentioning that the concentration property (14) is also satisfied when the linear model (13)
is assumed on the standardized observations for which DSx = DΣx = Ip.
In our asymptotic analysis of SPARCS we make the following additional assumptions on the linear
model (13), which are comparable or weaker than assumptions made in other studies [41], [17], [12],
[49], [13].
Assumption 1: The n× p data matrix X follows a multivariate elliptically contoured distribution with
mean µx and p × p dispersion matrix Σx, i.e. the probability density function (pdf) is of the form
fX(X) = g
(
tr
(
(X− 1µTx )Σ−1x (X− 1µTx )T
))
, where g is a non-negative function and tr(A) is the trace
of A. Moreover, the density function fX(.) is bounded and differentiable.
Assumption 2: Let ρyi represent the true correlation coefficient between response variable Y and
predictor variable Xi. The quantity
ρmin = min
i∈pi0,j∈{1,··· ,p}\pi0
{|ρyi| − |ρyj |}, (15)
is strictly positive and independent of p.
Assumption 3: The (n− 1)× p matrix of U-scores satisfies (with prob. 1):
n− 1
p
Ux(Ux)T = In−1 + o(1), as p→∞, (16)
in which o(1) is a (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix whose entries are o(1).
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Assumption 1 is weaker than the Gaussian assumption commonly used in compressive sensing [28], [6]
and, unlike standard sub-Gaussian assumptions commonly used in high dimensional data analysis [10],
allows for heavy tails. Assumption 2 is a common assumption that one finds in performance analysis of
support recovery algorithms (cf. [41], [17]). In particular, Assumption 2 can be compared to the conditions
on the sparsity-overlap function in [41] which impose assumptions on the population covariance matrix in
relation to the true regression coefficients. Assumption 2 can also be compared to Condition 3 introduced
in [17] that imposes lower bounds on the magnitudes of the true regression coefficients as well as on
the true correlation coefficients between predictors and the response. Assumption 3 can be related to
assumptions (A1)-(A3) in [41] in the sense that they both lead to regularity conditions on the entries and
the eigenspectrum of the correlation matrix. Assumption 3 is also similar to the concentration property
introduced in [17] as they both yield regularity conditions on the inner products of the rows of the
data matrix. Moreover, Assumption 3 can also be considered as an incoherence-type condition on the
U-scores, similar to the incoherence conditions on the design matrix assumed in the compressive sensing
literature [12], [49], [13]. It is worth mentioning that a special case in which Assumption 3 is satisfied
is the orthogonal setting where XXT /n = In.
Lemma 1 below specifies a class of p×p correlation matrices Ωx for which Assumption 3 is satisfied.
Lemma 1: Assume that the population correlation matrix Ωx = D
−1/2
Σx
ΣxD
−1/2
Σx
is of the following
weakly block-sparse form
Ωx = Ωbs + Ωe, (17)
in which Ωbs is a p× p block-sparse matrix of degree dx (i.e., by re-arranging rows and columns of Ωbs
all non-zero off-diagonal entries can be collected in a dx × dx block), and Ωe = [ωij ]1≤i,j≤p is a p× p
matrix such that ωij = O (f(|i− j|)) for some function f(.) with limt→∞ f(t) = 0. If dx = o(p), then
Assumption 3 holds.
Proof of Lemma 1: See Appendix. 
Note that Lemma 1 is essentially a result of the application of the law of large numbers to the inner
product of the rows of the U-score matrix Ux. More specifically, due to specific decomposition (17) for
the correlation matrix Ωx, as p → ∞, the inner product of two different rows of Ux converges to 0,
as the proportion of the terms that are obtained by multiplication of significantly correlated variables
converges to zero.
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B. High dimensional asymptotic analysis for screening
In this section, we establish a Poisson-like limit theorem for the number of variables that pass the
SPARCS screening stage as p→∞ for fixed n. This yields a Poisson approximation to the probability
of false discoveries that is accurate for small n and large p. The Poisson-like limit theorem also specifies
a phase transition threshold for the false discovery probability.
Lemma below states that the PCS method can be interpreted as a method for discovering the non-zero
entries of a p × 1 vector with a special representation, by thresholding the entries at some threshold ρ.
It is worth noting that a similar result also holds true for SIS without Assumption 3.
Lemma 2: Under Assumptions 1 and 3, the PCS algorithm for support recovery is asymptotically
equivalent to thresholding the entries of a p× 1 vector Φxy which admits the following representation:
Φxy = (Zx)TZy, (18)
in which Zx is a (n− 1)× p matrix whose columns are unit norm vectors, and Zy is a (n− 1)× 1 unit
norm vector.
Proof of Lemma 2: See Appendix. 
For a threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1], let Nxyρ denote the number of entries of a p × 1 vector of the form (18)
whose magnitude is at least ρ. The following proposition gives an asymptotic expression for the expected
number of discoveries E[Nxyρ ], for fixed n, as p → ∞ and ρ → 1. It also states that under certain
assumptions, the probability of having at least one discovery converges to a given limit. This limit is
equal to the probability that a certain Poisson random variable N∗ with rate equal to limp→∞,ρ→1 E[Nxyρ ]
satisfies: N∗ > 0. The following proposition does not need the concentration property (14) to hold.
Proposition 1: Consider the linear model (13). Let {ρp}p be a sequence of threshold values in [0, 1]
such that ρp → 1 as p→∞ and p(1− ρ2p)(n−2)/2 → en. Under the Assumptions 1 and 3, if the number
of active variables k grows at a rate slower than p, i.e., k = o(p), then for the number of discoveries
Nxyρp we have:
lim
p→∞E[N
xy
ρp ] = limp→∞ ξp,n,ρp = ζn, (19)
where ξp,n,ρp = pP0(ρ, n) and ζn = enan/(n− 2). Moreover:
lim
p→∞P(N
xy
ρp > 0) = 1− exp(ζn). (20)
Proof of Proposition 1: See Appendix. 
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Part x
X1
X2
Xi
Xp
Part y
Y
Fig. 2. The first stage of SPARCS is equivalent to discovering the non-zero entries of the p × 1 vector Φxy in (18) to find
variables Xi that are most predictive of the response Y . This is equivalent to finding sparsity in a bipartite graph Gρ(Φxy) with
parts x and y which have vertices {X1, . . . , Xp} and Y , respectively. For 1 ≤ i ≤ p, vertex Xi in part x is connected to vertex
Y in part y if |φxyi | > ρ.
Note also that Prop. 1 can be generalized to the case where Assumption 3 is not required. However when
Assumption 3 is removed the asymptotic rates for E[Nxyρp ] and P(N
xy
ρp > 0) depend on the underlying
distribution of the data. Such a generalization of Prop. 1 is given in the Appendix.
Proposition 1 plays an important role in identifying phase transitions and in approximating p-values
associated with individual predictor variables. More specifically, under the assumptions of Prop. 1:
P(Nxyρp > 0)→ 1− exp(−ξp,n,ρp) as p→∞. (21)
The above limit provides an approach for calculating approximate p-values in the setting where the
dimension p is very large. For a threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1] define Gρ(Φxy) as the undirected bipartite graph
(Fig. 2) with parts labeled x and y, and vertices {X1, X2, ..., Xp} in part x and Y in part y. For 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
vertices Xi and Y are connected if |φxyi | > ρ, where φxyi is the i-th entry of Φxy defined in (18). Denote
by dxi the degree of vertex Xi in Gρ(Φxy). Note that dxi ∈ {0, 1}. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ p, denote by
ρ(i) the maximum value of the threshold ρ for which dxi = 1 in Gρ(Φxy). By this definition, we have
ρ(i) = |φxyi |. Using Prop. 1 the p-value associated with predictor variable Xi can now be approximated
as:
pv(i) ≈ 1− exp(−ξp,n,ρ(i)). (22)
Similar to the result in [30], [31], there is a phase transition in the p-values as a function of the
threshold ρ. More exactly, there is a critical threshold ρc such that if ρ > ρc, the average number E[Nxyρ ]
of discoveries abruptly decreases to 0 and if ρ < ρc the average number of discoveries abruptly increases
to p. Motivated by this, we define the critical threshold ρc as the threshold that satisfies the equation
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∂E[Nxyρ ]/∂ρ = −p. Using (19), the value of the critical threshold can be approximated as:
ρc =
√
1− (anp)−2/(n−4). (23)
Note that the expression given in (23) bears resemblance to the expression (3.14) in [30]. Expression
(23) is useful in choosing the screening threshold ρ. Selecting ρ slightly greater than ρc will prevent the
bipartite graph Gρ(Φxy) from having an overwhelming number of edges.
C. High dimensional asymptotic analysis for support recovery
In this section we give theoretical upper bounds on the Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER) when
performing variable selection in SPARCS screening stage.
Propositions 2 and 3 give upper bounds on the probability of selection error for the SPARCS screening
stage by thresholding the vector Rxy (i.e. using SIS), or the vector Bxy (i.e. using PCS), respectively.
Proposition 2: Let S denote the support set selected using SIS and let l = |S| be the size of this
support. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, if n ≥ Θ(log p) then for any l ≥ k, SIS recovers the support pi0,
with probability at least 1− 1/p, i.e.
P (pi0 ⊆ S) ≥ 1− 1/p. (24)
Proof of Proposition 2: See Appendix. 
Proposition 3: Let S denote the support set selected using PCS and let l = |S| be the size of this
support. Under Assumptions 1-3, if n ≥ Θ(log p) then for any l ≥ k, PCS recovers the support pi0, with
probability at least 1− 1/p, i.e.
P (pi0 ⊆ S) ≥ 1− 1/p. (25)
Proof of Proposition 3: See Appendix.

The constant in Θ(log p) of Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 is increasing in ρmin. It is shown in the proof of the
propositions that 12/ρmin is an upper bound for the constant in Θ(log p). Note that the above propositions
on support recovery allow all types of non-zero correlations (i.e., correlations between active variables,
correlations between inactive variables, and correlations between active and inactive variables) as long
as the corresponding assumptions are satisfied.
Propositions 2 and 3 can be compared to Thm. 2 in [41] and Thm. 1 in [17] for recovering the
support set pi0. More specifically, Thm. 2 in [41] asserts a similar result as in Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 for
support recovery via minimizing a LASSO-type objective function. Also Thm. 1 in [17] asserts that if
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n = Θ((log p)α) for some α > 1, SIS recovers the true support with probability no less than 1 − 1/p.
Note also that Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 state stronger results than the similar results proven in [17] and in
[41], respectively, in the sense that the support recovery guarantees presented in [17], [41] are proven
for the class of multivariate Gaussian distributions whereas Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 consider the larger class
of multivariate elliptically contoured distributions. These distributions accommodate heavy tails.
D. High dimensional asymptotic analysis for prediction
The following proposition states the optimal sample allocation rule for the two-stage SPARCS predictor,
in order to minimize the expected MSE as t→∞.
Proposition 4: The optimal sample allocation rule for the SPARCS online procedure introduced in
Sec. II under the cost condition (1) is
n =
 O(log t), c(p− k) log t+ kt ≤ µ0, o.w. (26)
where c is a positive constant that is independent of p.
Proof of Proposition 4: See Appendix. 
The constant c above is an increasing function of the quantity ρmin defined in (15). Proposition 4 asserts
that for a generous budget (µ large) the optimal first stage sampling allocation is O(log t). However, when
the budget is tight it is better to skip stage 1 (n = 0). Figure 3 illustrates the allocation region (for c = 1)
as a function of the sparsity coefficient ρ = 1−k/p. Note that Prop. 4 is generally true for any two-stage
predictor which at the first stage, uses a support recovery method that satisfies the performance bound
proposed by Prop. 2 or Prop. 3, and at the second stage uses OLS.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS
We now present experimental results which demonstrate the performance of SPARCS when applied
to both synthetic and real world data. Throughout this section we refer to the SPARCS predictors which
use SIS or PCS at the first stage as SIS-SPARCS or PCS-SPARCS, respectively.
a) Efficiency of SPARCS screening stage. We illustrate the performance of the SPARCS screening stage
(i.e., the first stage of the SPARCS predictor) using SIS or PCS and compare these to LASSO [48], [23].
In the first set of simulations we generated an n × p data matrix X with independent rows, each of
which is drawn from a p-dimensional multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and block-sparse
covariance matrix satisfying (17). The p× 1 coefficient vector a is then generated such that exactly 100
entries of a ∈ Rp are active. Each active entry of a is an independent draw from N (0, 1) distribution,
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Fig. 3. (Left) Surface µ/p = cρ log t+(1−ρ)t, for c = 1. (Right) Contours indicating optimal allocation regions for µ/p = 30
and µ/p = 60 (ρ = 1 − k/p). As the coefficient c increases, the surface cρ log t + (1 − ρ)t moves upward and the regions
corresponding to n = O(log t) and n = 0, become smaller and larger, respectively.
and each inactive entry of a is zero. Finally, a synthetic response vector Y is generated by a simple linear
model
Y = Xa + N, (27)
where N is n×1 noise vector whose entries are i.i.d. N (0, 0.05). The importance of a variable is measured
by the magnitude of the corresponding entry of a.
We implemented LASSO on the above data set using an active set type algorithm - asserted to be one
the fastest methods for solving LASSO [36]. In all of our implementations of LASSO, the regularization
parameter is tuned to minimize prediction MSE using 2-fold cross validation. To illustrate SPARCS
screening stage for a truly high dimensional example, we set p = 10000 and compared SIS and PCS
methods with LASSO, for a small number of samples. Figure 4 shows the results of this simulation
over an average of 400 independent experiments for each value of n. As we see for small number of
samples, PCS and SIS methods perform significantly better in selecting the important predictor variables.
Moreover, the advantage of the extra pseudo-inverse factor used for variable selection in PCS as compared
to SIS is evident in Fig. 4.
b) Efficiency of the SPARCS predictor. To test the efficiency of the proposed SPARCS predictor, a total
of t samples are generated using the linear model (27) from which n = 25 log t are used for the task of
variable selection at the first stage. All t samples are then used to compute the OLS estimator restricted
to the selected variables. We chose t such that n = (130 : 10 : 200). The performance is evaluated by
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Fig. 4. Average number of mis-selected variables. Active set implementation of LASSO (red-dashed) vs. SIS (green-dashed)
vs. PCS (solid), p = 10000. The data is generated via model (27). The regularization parameter of LASSO is set using 2-fold
cross validation. It is evident that PCS has a lower miss-selection error compared to SIS and LASSO.
the empirical Root Mean Squared Error
RMSE =
√√√√ m∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2/m, (28)
where m is the number of simulation trials. Similar to the previous experiment, exactly 100 entries
of a are active and the predictor variables follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and
block-sparse covariance matrix. Figure 5 shows the result of this simulation for p = 10000, in terms of
performance (left) and running time (right). Each point on these plots is an average of 1000 independent
experiments. Observe that in this low sample regime, when LASSO or SIS are used instead of PCS in the
first stage, the performance suffers. More specifically we observe that the RMSE of the PCS-SPARCS
predictor is uniformly lower than the SIS-SPARCS predictor or the two-stage predictor that uses LASSO
in the first stage. Table I shows the p-values of one-sided paired t-tests testing for differences between
the RMSE for PCS-SPARCS and SIS-SPARCS (LASSO) for several different values of n. These results
show the high statistical significances of these RMSE differences.
To further indicate the advantage of the PCS-SPARCS predictor compared to the SIS-SPARCS pre-
dictor, we performed simulations in which the number of samples used at the first stage, n = 500, and
the number of samples used at the second stage, t = 2000, are fixed while the number of variables p
increases from p = 1000 to p = 100000. Moreover, exactly 100 entries of the coefficient vector a are
active. Similar to the previous experiments, samples are generated using the linear model (27). However,
in order to generate a data set with high multicollinearity, a scenario that is likely to happen in high
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Fig. 5. (Left) Prediction RMSE for the two-stage predictor when n = 25 log t samples are used for screening at the first
stage and all t samples are used for computing the OLS estimator coefficients at the second stage. The solid plot shows the
RMSE for PCS-SPARCS while the green and red dashed plots show the RMSE for SIS-SPARCS and LASSO, respectively.
Here, p = 10000. The Oracle OLS (not shown), which is the OLS predictor constructed on the true support set, has average
RMSE performance that is a factor of 2 lower than the curves shown in the figure. This is due to the relatively small sample
size available to these algorithms. (Right) Average running time as a function of n for the experiment of the plot on the left. It
is evident that due to lower computational complexity, SIS-SPARCS and PCS-SPARCS run an order of magnitude faster than
LASSO.
n 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
PCS-SPARCS vs. SIS-SPARCS 7.7× 10−3 6.7× 10−09 3.2× 10−11 2.4× 10−22 7.8× 10−29 8.1× 10−36 9.2× 10−42 5.3× 10−46
PCS-SPARCS vs. LASSO 3.1× 10−4 8.0× 10−10 7.2× 10−14 3.0× 10−25 1.8× 10−30 5.6× 10−39 1.1× 10−42 6.5× 10−48
TABLE I
p-VALUES OF THE ONE-SIDED PAIRED T-TEST FOR TESTING THE NULL HYPOTHESIS H0: PCS-SPARCS AND SIS-SPARCS
(LASSO) HAVE THE SAME AVERAGE PREDICTION RMSE IN THE EXPERIMENT CORRESPONDING TO FIG 5. SMALL
p-VALUES SUGGEST THAT PCS-SPARCS SIGNIFICANTLY OUTPERFORMS THE OTHERS.
dimensional data sets (see [44] and the references therein), here the inactive variables are consecutive
samples of an Auto-Regressive (AR) process of the form:
W (1) = (1),
W (i) = φW (i− 1) + (i), i = 2, . . . , p− 100, (29)
in which (i)’s are independent draws of N (0, 1). The result of this experiment for φ = 0.99 is shown in
Fig. 6 (left). The average RMSE values are computed using 1000 independent experiments. The advantage
of using PCS-SPARCS over SIS-SPARCS is evident in Fig. 6 (left). Note that as the number of variables
p becomes significantly larger than the number of samples n, the performance of both of the predictors
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converge to the performance of a random selection and estimation scheme in which variables are selected
at random in the first stage.
Furthermore, to analyze the performance of PCS-SPARCS and SIS-SPARCS for different levels of
multicollinearity in the data, we performed similar experiments for p = [1000, 5000, 10000] as the value
of φ increases from 0.9 to 0.999. Figure 6 (right) shows the result of this simulation. Each point on these
plots is the average of 500 independent experiments. It is evident that similar to the previous experiment,
the PCS-SPARCS predictor outperforms the SIS-SPARCS predictor. An interesting observation in Fig
6 (right) is that as the multicollinearity coefficient − log10(1 − φ) increases the performance of the
PCS-SPARCS predictor improves.
Fig. 6. (Left) Prediction RMSE for the two-stage predictor when n = 500 samples are used at the first stage, and a total
of t = 2000 samples are used at the second stage. The number of variables varies from p = 1000 to p = 100000. In this
experiment, inactive variables are generated via realizations of an Auto-Regressive process of the form (29) with φ = 0.99
(− log10(1 − φ) = 2). The solid and dashed plots show the RMSE for PCS-SPARCS and SIS-SPARCS, respectively. The
plots show the advantage of using PCS instead of SIS at the SPARCS screening stage. (Right) Prediction RMSE as function of
the multicollinearity coefficient − log10(1− φ) for p = [1000, 5000, 10000]. For both PCS-SPARCS (solid) and SIS-SPARCS
(dashed) predictors, the plots with square, triangle and circle markers correspond to p = 10000, p = 5000 and p = 1000,
respectively. These plots show that the PCS-SPARCS predictor uniformly outperforms the SIS-SPARCS predictor. Observe also
that as the multicollinearity coefficient − log10(1− φ) increases the performance of the PCS-SPARCS predictor improves.
c) Estimation of FWER using Monte Carlo simulation. We set p = 1000, k = 10, n = [100, 200, . . . , 1000]
and using Monte Carlo simulation, we computed the probability of support recovery error for the PCS
method. In order to prevent the coefficients aj , j ∈ pi0 from getting close to zero, the active coefficients
were generated via a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution of the form:
a ∼ 0.5N (1, σ2) + 0.5N (−1, σ2), (30)
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Figure 7 shows the estimated probabilities. Each point of the plot is an average of N = 104 experiments.
As the value of σ decreases the quantity ρmin defined in (15) is bounded away from 0 with high probability
and the probability of selection error degrades. As we can see, the FWER decreases at least exponentially
with the number of samples. This behavior is consistent with the result in Prop. 3.
Fig. 7. Probability of selection error as a function of number of samples for PCS. Probability of selection error is calculated
as the ratio of the number of experiments in which the exact support is not recovered over the total number of experiments. The
entries of the coefficient matrix are i.i.d. draws from distribution (30). Observe that the probability of selection error decreases
at least exponentially with the number of samples. This behavior is consistent with Prop. 3.
d) Application to experimental data. We illustrate the proposed SPARCS predictor on the Predictive
Health and Disease data set, which consists of gene expression levels and symptom scores of 38
different subjects. The data was collected during a challenge study for which some subjects become
symptomatically ill with the H3N2 flu virus [34]. For each subject, the gene expression levels (for
p = 12023 genes) and the clinical symptoms have been recorded at a large number of time points that
include pre-inoculation and post-inoculation sample times. Ten different symptom scores were measured.
Each symptom score takes an integer value from 0 to 4, which measures the severity of that symptom
at the corresponding time. The goal here is to learn a predictor that can accurately predict the future
symptom scores of a subject based on her last measured gene expression levels.
We considered each symptom as a scalar response variable and applied the SPARCS predictor to each
symptom separately. In order to do the prediction task, the data used for the SPARCS predictor consists of
the samples of the symptom scores for various subjects at 4 specified time points (t1, t2, t3, t4) and their
corresponding gene expression levels measured at the previous time points (t1− 1, t2− 1, t3− 1, t4− 1).
The number of predictor variables (genes) selected in the first stage is restricted to 100. Since, the
symptom scores take integer values, the second stage uses multinomial logistic regression instead of the
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Symptom RMSE: LASSO RMSE: SIS-SPARCS RMSE: PCS-SPARCS
Runny Nose 0.7182 0.6896 0.6559
Stuffy Nose 0.9242 0.7787 0.8383
Sneezing 0.7453 0.6201 0.6037
Sore Throat 0.8235 0.7202 0.5965
Earache 0.2896 0.3226 0.3226
Malaise 1.0009 0.7566 0.9125
Cough 0.5879 0.7505 0.5564
Shortness of Breath 0.4361 0.5206 0.4022
Headache 0.7896 0.7500 0.6671
Myalgia 0.6372 0.5539 0.4610
Average for all symptoms 0.6953 0.6463 0.6016
TABLE II
RMSE OF THE TWO-STAGE LASSO PREDICTOR, THE SIS-SPARCS PREDICTOR AND THE PCS-SPARCS PREDICTOR USED
FOR SYMPTOM SCORE PREDICTION. THE DATA COME FROM A CHALLENGE STUDY EXPERIMENT THAT COLLECTED GENE
EXPRESSION AND SYMPTOM DATA FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS [34]. LEAVE-ONE-OUT CROSS VALIDATION IS USED TO
COMPUTE THE RMSE VALUES.
OLS predictor. Maximum likelihood estimation is used for computing the multinomial logistic regression
coefficients [1]. The performance is evaluated by leave-one-out cross validation. To do this, the data from
all except one subject are used as training samples and the data from the remaining subject are used as
the test samples. The final RMSE is then computed as the average over the 38 different leave-one-out
cross validation trials. In each of the experiments 18 out of the 37 subjects of the training set, are used
in first stage and all of the 37 subjects are used in the second stage. It is notable that PCS-SPARCS
performs better in predicting the symptom scores for 7 of the 10 symptoms whereas SIS-SPARCS and
LASSO perform better in predicting the symptom scores for 2 symptoms and 1 symptom, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an online procedure for budget-limited predictor design in high dimensions dubbed two-
stage Sampling, Prediction and Adaptive Regression via Correlation Screening (SPARCS). SPARCS is
specifically useful in cases where n  p and the high cost of assaying all predictor variables justifies
a two-stage design: high throughput variable selection followed by predictor construction using fewer
selected variables. We established high dimensional false discovery rates, support recovery guarantees, and
optimal stage-wise sample allocation rule associated with the SPARCS online procedure. Simulation and
experimental results showed advantages of SPARCS as compared to LASSO. Our future work includes
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using SPARCS in a multi-stage framework. We believe that multi-stage SPARCS can further improve the
performance of the algorithm while benefiting from high computational efficiency.
VI. APPENDIX
This section contains three subsections. Section VI-A provides the proof of Lemma 2. Section VI-B
introduces the necessary notations for the proofs of the remaining propositions. Section VI-C gives the
proofs for the propositions presented in Sec. III.
A. Lemma 2 and U-score representations
Below we present the proof of Lemma 2 which states that both SIS and PCS methods for discovering
the support are equivalent to discovering the non-zero entries of some p×1 vector Φxy with representation
(18) by thresholding at a specified threshold.
Proof of Lemma 2: Using the U-score representation of the correlation matrices, there exist a (n−1)×p
matrix Ux with unit norm columns, and a (n− 1)× 1 unit norm vector Uy such that [30], [31]:
Rxy = (Ux)TUy. (31)
Representation (31) immediately shows that SIS is equivalent to discovering non-zero entries of a vector
with representation (18). Moreover, we have
Sxy = D
1
2
Sx(U
x)TUy(sy)
1
2 , (32)
and:
(Sx)† = D−
1
2
Sx ((U
x)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux)D−
1
2
Sx , (33)
where DA denotes the diagonal matrix obtained by zeroing out the off-diagonals of square matrix A.
We refer the interested reader to [31], [2] for more information about the calculations of U-scores. Using
representations (32) and (33), one can write:
Yˆ = ((Sx)†Sxy)TX
= (sy)
1
2 (Uy)T (Ux(Ux)T )−1UxD−
1
2
Sx X. (34)
Defining U˜x = (Ux(Ux)T )−1UxD−
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux , we have:
Yˆ = (sy)
1
2 (Uy)T U˜xD
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2UxD
− 1
2
Sx X
= (sy)
1
2 (Hxy)TD
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2UxD
− 1
2
Sx X, (35)
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where
Hxy = (U˜x)TUy. (36)
Note that the columns of the matrix U˜x lie on Sn−2 since the diagonal entries of the p × p matrix
(U˜x)T U˜x are equal to one. Therefore, a U-score representation of the generalized OLS solution Bxy can
be obtained as:
Bxy = (Sx)†Sxy
= D
− 1
2
Sx D
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2UxH
xy(sy)
1
2 , (37)
Without loss of generality we can consider the case where DΣx = Ip. Given the concentration property
(14), asymptotically we have DSx → DΣx = Ip, with probability 1. Moreover Assumption 3 yields the
asymptotic relationship D(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux = (n − 1)2/p2Ip. Therefore, finding the largest entries of
Bxy is equivalent to finding the largest entries of Hxy as the ordering of the entries will asymptotically
stay unchanged. This motivates screening for non-zero entries of the vector Hxy instead of the entries
of Bxy. In particular, for a threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1], we can undertake variable selection by discovering
the entries of the vector Hxy in (36) that have absolute values at least ρ. This implies that discovering
the support via PCS is equivalent to discovering the non-zero entries of Hxy in (36) which admits the
representation (18). The proof for SIS follows similarly. 
B. Notations and preliminaries
The following additional notations are necessary for the remaining propositions and the proofs presented
in this section.
For arbitrary joint densities fUxi ,Uy(u,v), 1 ≤ i ≤ p defined on the Cartesian product Sn−2 × Sn−2,
define
fUx∗ ,Uy(u,v) =
1
4p
p∑
i=1
∑
s,t∈{0,1}
fUxi ,Uy(su, tv). (38)
The quantity fUx∗ ,Uy(u,v) is key in determining the expected number of discoveries in screening the
entries of the vector Φxy in (18).
In the following propositions, q represents an upper bound on the number of entries in any row or
column of covariance matrix Σx or cross-covariance vector Σxy that do not converge to zero as p→∞.
We define ‖∆xyp,n,q‖1, the average dependency coefficient, as:
‖∆xyp,n,q‖1 =
1
p
p∑
i=1
∆xyp,n,q(i) (39)
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with
∆xyp,n,q(i) =∥∥∥(fUxi ,Uy|UAq(i) − fUxi ,Uy)/fUxi ,Uy∥∥∥∞ , (40)
in which Aq(i) is defined as the set complement of indices of the q-nearest neighbors of Uxi (i.e. the
complement of indices of the q entries with largest magnitude in the i-th row of Σx). Finally, the function
J of the joint density fU,V(u,v) is defined as:
J(fU,V) = |Sn−2|
∫
Sn−2
fU,V(w,w)dw. (41)
The function J(fU,V) plays a key role in the asymptotic expression for the mean number of discoveries.
Note that when observations are independent, by symmetry, the marginal distributions of U -scores are
exchangeable, i.e.,
fU(u) = fU(Πu) and fV(v) = fV(Πv), (42)
for any (n − 1) × (n − 1) permutation matrix Π. Therefore, the joint distribution fU,V must yield
exchangeable marginals.
We now present two examples for which J(fU,V) has a closed form expression.
Example 1. If the joint distribution fU,V is uniform over the product Sn−2 × Sn−2,
J(fU,V) = |Sn−2|
∫
Sn−2
1
|Sn−2|2dw
=
|Sn−2|2
|Sn−2|2 = 1. (43)
Example 2. Consider the case where the joint distribution fU,V is separable of the form
fU,V(u,v) = fU(u)fV(v), (44)
i.e., U and V are independent. Let the marginals be von Mises-Fisher distributions over the sphere Sn−2
fU(u) = Cn−1(κ) exp(κµTu), u ∈ Sn−2, (45)
in which µ and κ ≥ 0 are the location parameter and the concentration parameter, respectively, and
Cn−1(κ) is a normalization constant, calculated as:
Cn−1(κ) =
κ(n−1)/2−1
(2pi)(n−1)/2I(n−1)/2−1(κ)
, (46)
where Im is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order m. Im(x) can be computed up to the
desired precision using the expansion:
Im(x) =
∞∑
l=0
(x/2)2l+n
l!Γ(l +m+ 1)
, (47)
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in which Γ(.) is the gamma function.
Due to exchangeability of fU(u), the only two feasible choices for µ are µ = 1 and µ = −1, where
1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T . Hence the joint distribution can be written as:
fU,V(u,v) = fU(u)fV(v)
= Cn−1(κ1) exp(κ1µT1 u)Cn−1(κ2) exp(κ2µ
T
2 v)
= Cn−1(κ1)Cn−1(κ2) exp(κ1µT1 u + κ2µ
T
2 v) (48)
Assuming µ1 = α11 and µ2 = α21, where α1, α2 ∈ {−1, 1}, we obtain:
fU,V(u,v) (49)
= Cn−1(κ1)Cn−1(κ2) exp
(
1T (α1κ1u + α2κ2v)
)
.
This yields:
J(fU,V)
= |Sn−2|
∫
Sn−2
Cn−1(κ1)Cn−1(κ2)
exp
(
(α1κ1 + α2κ2)1
Tw
)
dw
= |Sn−2|Cn−1(κ1)Cn−1(κ2)
∫
Sn−2
exp
(
(α1κ1 + α2κ2)1
Tw
)
dw
=
|Sn−2|Cn−1(κ1)Cn−1(κ2)
Cn−1(|α1κ1 + α2κ2|) . (50)
Therefore, using (46) and (47), J(fU,V) can be computed up to the desired precision.
Further properties as well as intuitive interpretations of J(fU,V) have also been considered in [30].
C. Proofs of propositions
We first prove the following more general version of Prop. 1. This generalization can be useful in
obtaining an approximate false discovery rates for SPARCS screening stage in cases where the underlying
distribution of data is known.
Proposition 5: Consider the linear model (13) for which Assumption 1 is satisfied. Let Ux = [Ux1 ,Ux2 , ...,Uxp ]
and Uy = [Uy] be (n − 1) × p and (n − 1) × 1 random matrices with unit norm columns. Let {ρp}p
be a sequence of threshold values in [0, 1] such that ρp → 1 as p → ∞ and p(1 − ρ2p)(n−2)/2 → en.
Throughout this proposition Nxyρ denotes the number of entries of the p × 1 vector Gxy = (Ux)TUy
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whose magnitude is at least ρ. We have:
lim
p→∞E[N
xy
ρp ] = limp→∞ ξp,n,ρpJ(fU
x∗ ,Uy)
= ζn lim
p→∞ J(fU
x∗ ,Uy), (51)
where ξp,n,ρp = pP0(ρ, n) and ζn = enan/(n− 2).
Assume also that q = o(p) and that the limit of average dependency coefficient satisfies limp→∞ ‖∆xyp,n,q‖1 =
0. Then:
P(Nxyρp > 0)→ 1− exp(−Λxy), (52)
with
Λxy = lim
p→∞E[N
xy
ρp ]. (53)
Proof of Prop. 5: Let dxi denote the degree of vertex Xi in part x of the graph Gρ(Gxy). We have:
Nxyρ =
p∑
i=1
dxi . (54)
The following representation for dxi holds:
dxi = I(U
y ∈ A(r,Uxi )), (55)
where A(r,Uxi ) is the union of two anti-polar caps in Sn−2 of radius
√
2(1− ρ) centered at Uxi and
−Uxi . The following inequality will be helpful:
E[dxi ] =
∫
Sn−2
du
∫
A(r,u)
dv fUxi ,Uy(u,v) (56)
≤ P0anMyx1|1, (57)
where Myx1|1 = maxi ‖fUy|Uxi ‖∞, and P0 is a simplified notation for P0(ρ, n). Also for i 6= j we have:
E[dxi dxj ] ≤ P 20 a2nMxy2|1, (58)
where Mxy2|1 is a bound on the conditional joint densities of the form fUxi ,Uxj |Uy .
Application of the mean value theorem to the integral representation (56) yields:
|E[dxi ]− P0J(fUxi ,Uy)| ≤ γ˜yxP0r, (59)
where γ˜yx = 2a2nM˙
yx
1|1 and M˙
yx
1|1 is a bound on the norm of the gradient:
M˙yx1|1 = maxi
‖∇UyfUy|Uxi (uy|uxi )‖∞. (60)
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Using (59) and the relation r = O
(
(1− ρ)1/2) we conclude:
|E[dxi ]− P0J(fUxi ,Uy)| ≤ O
(
P0(1− ρ)1/2
)
. (61)
Summing up over i we conclude:
|E[Nxyρ ]− ξp,n,ρJ(fUx∗ ,Uy)| ≤ O
(
pP0(1− ρ)1/2
)
= O
(
ηxyp (1− ρ)1/2
)
, (62)
where ηxyp = pP0. This concludes (51).
To prove the second part of the theorem, we use Chen-Stein method [4]. Define the index set Bxy(i) =
N xyq (i)−{i}, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, where N xyq (i) is the set of indices of the q-nearest neighbors of Uxi . Note that
|Bxy(i)| ≤ q. Assume N∗xyρ is a Poisson random variable with E[N∗xyρ ] = E[Nxyρ ]. Using theorem 1 of
[4], we have:
2 maxA|P(Nxyρ ∈ A)− P(N∗xyρ ∈ A)|
≤ b1 + b2 + b3, (63)
where:
b1 =
p∑
i=1
∑
i∈Bxy(i)
E[dxi ]E[dxj ], (64)
b2 =
p∑
i=1
∑
j∈Bxy(i)
E[dxi dxj ], (65)
and
b3 =
p∑
i=1
E
[
E
[
dxi − E[dxi ]|dxj : j ∈ Aq(i)
]]
, (66)
where Aq(i) = (Bxy(i))
c − {i}. Using the bound (57), E[dxi ] is of order O(P0). Therefore:
b1 ≤ O(pkP 20 ) = O((ηxyp )2q/p). (67)
Since i /∈ Bxy(i), applying (58) to each term of the summation (65) gives:
b2 ≤ O(pqP 20 ) = O((ηxyp )2q/p). (68)
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Finally, to bound b3 we have:
b3 =
p∑
i=1
E
[
E
[
dxi − E[dxi ]|UAq(i)
]]
=
p∑
i=1
∫
S
|Aq(i)|
n−2
duAq(i)
∫
Sn−2
duxi
∫
A(r,uxi )
duy
fUxi ,Uy|UAq(i)(u
x
i ,u
y|uAq(i))− fUxi ,Uy(uxi ,uy)
fUxi ,Uy(u
x
i ,u
y)
×
fUxi ,Uy(u
x
i ,u
y)fUAq(i)(uAq(i))
≤ O(pP0‖∆xyp,n,q‖1) = O(ηxyp ‖∆xyp,n,q‖1). (69)
Therefore using bound (62) we obtain:
|P(Nxyρ > 0)− (1− exp(−Λxy))| ≤
|P(Nxyρ > 0)− (1− exp(−E[Nxyρ ]))|
+ |exp(−E[Nxyρ ])− exp(−Λxy)| ≤
b1 + b2 + b3 +O(|E[Nxyρ ]− Λxy|) ≤
b1 + b2 + b3 +O
(
ηxyp (1− ρ)1/2
)
. (70)
Combining this with the bounds on b1, b2 and b3, completes the proof of (52). 
In order to obtain stronger bounds, we prove the Prop. 1 under the weakly block-sparse assumption
(17). However the proof for the general case where Assumption 3 is satisfied follow similarly.
Proof of Prop. 1: Proof follows directly from Prop. 5 and Lemma 3 presented below. 
Lemma 3: Assume the hypotheses of Prop. 1. Assume also that the correlation matrix Ωx is of the
weakly block-sparse from (17) with dx = o(p). We have:
U˜x = Ux(1 +O(dx/p)). (71)
Moreover, the 2-fold average function J(fUx∗ ,Uy) and the average dependency coefficient ‖∆xyp,n,q‖ satisfy
J(fUx∗ ,Uy) = 1 +O((k + dx)/p), (72)
‖∆xyp,n,q‖1 = 0. (73)
Furthermore,
J(fU˜x∗ ,Uy
) = 1 +O(max{dx/p, dxy/p}) (74)
‖∆x˜yp,n,q‖1 = O(dx/p). (75)
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Proof of Lemma 3 : We have:
U˜x = (Ux(Ux)T )−1UxD−
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux . (76)
By block sparsity of Ωbs,Ux can be partitioned as:
Ux = [Ux,Ux], (77)
where Ux = [Ux1 , · · · ,Uxdx ] are the U-scores corresponding to the dependent block of Ωbs and U
x
=
[U
x
1 , · · · ,Uxp−dx ] are the remaining U-scores.
Using the law of large numbers for a sequence of correlated variables (see, e.g., Example 11.18 in
[46]) since the off-diagonal entries of Ωx that are not in the dependent block converge to 0 as |i − j|
grows, we have
1
p− dxU
x
(Ux)T → E[Ux1(Ux1)T ] =
1
n− 1In−1. (78)
Since the entries of 1/dxUx(Ux)T are bounded by one, we have:
1
p
Ux(Ux)T = O(dx/p), (79)
where O(u) is an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix whose entries are O(u). Hence:
(Ux(Ux)T )−1Ux = (Ux
(
Ux)T + Ux(Ux)T
)−1Ux
=
n− 1
p
(In−1 + O(dx/p))−1Ux
=
n− 1
p
Ux(1 +O(dx/p)). (80)
Hence, as p→∞:
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux =
= (
n− 1
p
)2(Ux)TUx(1 +O(dx/p)). (81)
Thus:
D(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux =
=
(
p
n− 1In−1(1 +O(dx/p))
)
. (82)
Combining (82) and (80) concludes (71).
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Now we prove relations (72)-(75). Define the partition {1, . . . , p} = D∪Dc of the index set {1, . . . , p},
where D = {i : Uxi is asymptotically uncorrelated of Uy}. We have:
J(fUx∗ ,Uy) =
=
1
4p
∑
s,t∈{−1,1}
(
∑
i∈D
+
∑
i∈Dc
)J(fsUxi ,tUy), (83)
and
‖∆xyp,n,q‖1 =
1
p
(
∑
i∈D
+
∑
i∈Dc
)∆xyp,n,q(i). (84)
But, J(fsUxi ,tUy) = 1 for i ∈ D and ∆xyp,n,q(i) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Moreover, we have |Dc| ≤ dxy, where
dxy = k + dx. Therefore,:
J(fUx∗ ,Uy) = 1 +O(dxy/p). (85)
Moreover, since U˜x = Ux (1 +O(dx/p)), fU˜xi ,Uy = fUxi ,Uy (1 +O(dx/p)). This concludes:
J(fU˜x∗ ,Uy
) = 1 +O(max{dx/p, dxy/p}), (86)
and
‖∆x˜yp,n,q‖1 = O(dx/p). (87)

Proof of Lemma 1: By block sparsity of Ωbs,Ux can be partitioned as:
Ux = [Ux,Ux], (88)
where Ux = [Ux1 , · · · ,Uxdx ] are the U-scores corresponding to the dependent block of Ωbs and U
x
=
[U
x
1 , · · · ,Uxp−dx ] are the remaining U-scores. Using relations (78) and (79) we have:
n− 1
p
Ux(Ux)T =
n− 1
p
(
Ux(Ux)T + Ux(Ux)T
)
= In−1 + (n− 1)O(dx/p). (89)
Noting that dx = o(p) the result follows. 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of proof of Prop. 2.
Lemma 4: Assume Z1, Z2 and Z are jointly elliptically contoured distributed random variables from
which n joint observations are available. Further assume that the n × 3 matrix Z of these observations
has an elliptically contoured distribution of the form given in Assumption 1. Let ρ1 = Cor(Z,Z1) and
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ρ2 = Cor(Z,Z2). Also let r1 = SampCor(Z,Z1) and r2 = SampCor(Z,Z2), be the corresponding sample
correlation coefficients. Assume that |ρ1| > |ρ2|. Then, there exists C > 0 and N such that:
P {|r2| > |r1|} ≤ exp(−Cn), (90)
for all n > N .
We use the following lemma to prove Lemma 4.
Lemma 5: Let U and V be two independent uniformly distributed random vectors on Sn−2. For any
fixed  > 0, there exists C > 0 such that:
P{|UTV| > } ≤ exp(−Cn). (91)
Proof of Lemma 5: Without loss of generality assume U = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T . We have
{|UT2 U1| > } = {|v1| > }, (92)
in which v1 is the first entry of the vector V. Using the formula for the area of spherical cap [40] we
obtain
P{|UT2 U1| > } = Iλ(n/2, 1/2), (93)
where λ = 1− 2, and
Ix(a, b) =
∫ x
0 t
a−1(1− t)b−1dt∫ 1
0 t
a−1(1− t)b−1dt
(94)
is the regularized incomplete beta function. Note that:
1/Iλ(n/2, 1/2) =
=
∫ λ
0 t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− tdt+ ∫ 1λ t(n−2)/2/√1− tdt∫ λ
0 t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− tdt
= 1 +
∫ 1
λ t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− tdt∫ λ
0 t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− tdt
≥ 1 +
∫ 1
λ t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− λdt∫ λ
0 t
(n−2)/2/
√
1− λdt
= 1 +
1− λn/2
λn/2
= (
√
λ)n. (95)
Therefore by letting C = −12 log(λ) = −12 log(1− 2) we obtain
P{|UT2 U1| > } ≤ exp(−Cn). (96)

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Proof of Lemma 4: Let Z = [Z2, Z1, Z]T . Assume Z follows an elliptically contoured density func-
tion of the form fZ(z) = |Σz|−1/2g
(
(z− µz)TΣz−1(z− µz)
)
. Without loss of generality assume
Var(Z1) = Var(Z2) = Var(Z) = 1. Using a Cholesky factorization we can represent Z1, Z2 and Z as
linear combination of uncorrelated random variables W1,W2 and W which follow a spherically contoured
distribution:

Z2
Z1
Z
 =

1 0 0
a b 0
c d e
×

W2
W1
W
 (97)
where
ρ1 = ac+ bd, (98)
ρ2 = c, (99)
a2 + b2 = 1, (100)
and
c2 + d2 + e2 = 1. (101)
Let W = [W2,W1,W ]T . Since W follows a spherically contoured distribution, it has a stochastic
representation of the form W = RU, where R has a marginal density fR(r) = αh(r2)r2, in which α
is a normalizing constant. Moreover U is independent of R and the distribution of U does not depend
on the function h (see, e.g., Chapter 2 in [2] for more details about such stochastic representation).
Now let Uz1,U
z
2 and U
z denote the U-scores corresponding to n independent samples of Z1, Z2 and Z,
respectively. Then under Assumption 1, as these U-scores are invariant to translation and scale on the
n samples of Z1, Z2, Z, the joint distribution of the U-scores does not depend on g and without loss of
generality the n samples can be assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian [3]. Similarly, let Uw1 ,U
w
2 and U
w denote
the U-scores corresponding to W1,W2 and W , respectively. Using (97) we have the following relations:
Uz2 = U
w
2 ,
Uz1 = (aU
w
2 + bU
w
1 )/‖aUw2 + bUw1 ‖2,
Uz = (cUw2 + dU
w
1 + eU
w)/
‖cUw2 + dUw1 + eUw‖2. (102)
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Hence
r1 = (U
z)TUz1 =
1
‖cUw2 + dUw1 + eUw‖2‖aUw2 + bUw1 ‖2
×(
ac+ bd+ bc(Uw2 )
TUw1 + ad(U
w
1 )
TUw2
+ae(Uw)TUw2 + be(U
w)TUw1
)
, (103)
and
r2 = (U
z)TUz2
=
c+ d(Uw1 )
TUw2 + e(U
w)TUw2
‖cUw2 + dUw1 + eUw‖2
. (104)
Now let E = {|r2| > |r1|}. We have:
E =
{|UTU2| > |UTU1|} ={
‖aUw2 + bUw1 ‖2
∣∣∣c+ d(Uw1 )TUw2 + e(Uw)TUw2 ∣∣∣
>
∣∣∣ac+ bd+ bc(Uw2 )TUw1 + ad(Uw1 )TUw2 +
+ae(Uw)TUw2 + be(U
w)TUw1
∣∣∣}. (105)
Since
‖aUw2 + bUw1 ‖2 =
√
(aUw2 + bU
w
1 )
T (aUw2 + bU
w
1 )
=
√
a2 + b2 + 2ab(Uw2 )
TUw1
=
√
1 + 2ab(Uw2 )
TUw1
≤ 1 + 2|ab|.|(Uw2 )TUw1 |, (106)
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and, by using triangle inequality, we have
E ⊆
{
2|abc|.|(Uw2 )TUw1 |2 +
2|e|.|(Uw)TUw2 |.|(Uw2 )TUw1 |+
|ad+ bc|.|(Uw2 )TUw1 |+ |ae|.|(Uw)TUw1 |+
|be|.|(Uw)TUw1 | > |ac+ bd| − |c|
}
⊆ {2|abc|.|(Uw2 )TUw1 |2 > |ac+ bd| − |c|}⋃{
2|e|.|(Uw)TUw2 |.|(Uw2 )TUw1 | > |ac+ bd| − |c|
}⋃
{|ad+ bc|.|(Uw2 )TUw1 | > |ac+ bd| − |c|}⋃{|ae|.|(Uw)TUw1 | > |ac+ bd| − |c|}⋃{|be|.|(Uw)TUw1 | > |ac+ bd| − |c|}
⊆ {|(Uw2 )TUw1 | > (|ac+ bd| − |c|)/2|abc|}⋃{|(Uw2 )TUw1 | > (|ac+ bd| − |c|)/2|e|}⋃{|(Uw2 )TUw1 | > (|ac+ bd| − |c|)/|ad+ bc|}⋃{|(Uw)TUw1 | > (|ac+ bd| − |c|)/|ae|}⋃{|(Uw)TUw1 | > (|ac+ bd| − |c|)/|be|}. (107)
Note that by assumption |ac+ bd| = |ρ1| > |ρ2| = |c|. Now by Lemma 5 we get
P(E) ≤ 5 exp(−αn), (108)
with
α =
|ac+ bd| − |c|
max {2|abc|, 2|e|, |ad+ bc|, |ae|, |be|}
≥ ρ1 − ρ2
2
, (109)
where the last inequality is obtained via equations (98)-(101). Letting C = (ρ1 − ρ2)/3 and N =
12/(ρ1 − ρ2) we have
P(E) = P{|r2| > |r1|} ≤ exp(−Cn), (110)
for n > N . 
Proof of Proposition 2: Since P (pi0 ⊆ S) increases as the size of the recovered set S increases, it suffices
to prove the proposition for l = k. Define an auxiliary random variable Xax such that Cor(Y,Xax) =
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(
maxj∈{1,··· ,p}\pi0 |ρyj |+ mini∈pi0 |ρyi|
)
/2. Note that by Assumption 2 maxj∈{1,··· ,p}\pi0 |ρyj | < Cor(Y,Xax) <
mini∈pi0 |ρyi|. For l = k we have:
P (pi0 * S) = P (pi0 6= S)
≤ P
( ⋃
i∈pi0
{|ryi| < |SampCor(Y,Xax)|}
⋃
j∈{1,...,p}\pi0
{|ryj | > |SampCor(Y,Xax)|}
)
(111)
≤
∑
i∈pi0
P
(
|ryi| < |SampCor(Y,Xax)|
)
+
∑
j∈{1,...,p}\pi0
P
(
|ryj | > |SampCor(Y,Xax)|
)
.
Now since Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, by Lemma 4 there exist constants Ci > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ p and
a constant N such that
P (pi0 6= S)
≤
∑
i∈pi0
exp(−Cin) +
∑
j∈{1,...,p}\pi0
exp(−Cjn)
≤ p exp(−Cminn), ∀n > N, (112)
in which Cmin = min1≤i≤pCi = ρmin/6. Hence by letting C = 2/Cmin = 12/ρmin and n = C log p we
have:
P (pi0 6= S) ≤ 1
p
, (113)
and
P (pi0 = S) = 1− P (pi0 6= S) ≥ 1− 1
p
, (114)
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3: We only provide a proof sketch here. By Assumption 3 we have
Ux(Ux)T =
p
n− 1 (In−1 + o(1)) . (115)
Therefore: (
Ux(Ux)T
)−1
=
n− 1
p
(In−1 + o(1)) . (116)
Since columns of Ux have unit norm we obtain:
(Ux(Ux)T )−1Ux =
n− 1
p
Ux(1 + o(1)), (117)
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and
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux =
(
n− 1
p
)2(Ux)TUx(1 + o(1)). (118)
This yields
D(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux = (
n− 1
p
)2Ip(1 + o(1)), (119)
which implies
U˜x = (Ux(Ux)T )−1UxD−
1
2
(Ux)T (Ux(Ux)T )−2Ux
= Ux(1 + o(1)). (120)
where, by the concentration assumption, with high probability the term o(1) decays to 0 exponentially
fast. Therefore screening the entries of Bxy or Hxy is asymptotically equivalent to selecting the support
via thresholding the entries of (Ux)TUy, i.e., the sample correlation coefficients. Therefore the proof
follows from Prop. 2. 
Proof of Proposition 4: First we consider a two-stage predictor similar to the one introduced in Sec. II
with the difference that the n samples which are used in stage 1 are not used in stage 2. Therefore, there
are n and t−n samples used in the first and the second stages, respectively. We represent this two-stage
predictor by n|(t − n). Similarly, n|t denotes the SPARCS algorithm which uses n samples at the first
stage and all of the t samples at the second stage. The asymptotic results for the n|(t − n) two-stage
predictor will be shown to hold as well for the n|t two-stage predictor.
Using inequalities of the form (112) and the union bound, it is straightforward to see that for any
subset pi 6= pi0 of k elements of {1, · · · , p}, the probability that pi is the outcome of variable selection
via SPARCS, is bounded above by pcnpi, in which 0 < cpi < 1 is a constant that is bounded above by
exp(−Cmin). The expected MSE of the n|(t− n) algorithm can be written as:
E[MSE] =
∑
pi∈Spk ,pi 6=pi0
P(pi)E[MSEpi] + P(pi0)E[MSEpi0 ], (121)
where Spk is the set of all k-subsets of {1, · · · , p}, P(pi) is the probability that the outcome of variable
selection via SPARCS is the subset pi, and MSEpi is the MSE of OLS stage when the indices of the
selected variables are the elements of pi. Therefore the expected MSE is upper bounded as below:
E[MSE] ≤ (1− pcn0 )E[MSEpi] +
+p
∑
pi∈Spk ,pi 6=pi0
cnpiE[MSEpi], (122)
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where c0 is a constant which is upper bounded by exp(−Cmin). It can be shown that if there is at least
one wrong variable selected (pi 6= pi0), the OLS estimator is biased and the expected MSE converges to
a positive constant Mpi as (t− n)→∞. When all the variables are selected correctly (subset pi0), MSE
goes to zero with rate O(1/(t− n)). Hence:
E[MSE] ≤
(1− pcn0 )O(1/(t− n)) + p
∑
pi∈Spk ,pi 6=pi0
cnpiMpi ≤
(1− pcn0 )C2/(t− n) + pk+1C1Cn, (123)
where C,C1 and C2 are constants that do not depend on n or p but depend on the quantities
∑
j∈pi0 a
2
j and
minj∈pi0 |aj |/
∑
l∈pi0 |al|. Note that C = maxpi∈Spk ,pi 6=pi0 cpi ≤ exp(−Cmin). This quantity is an increasing
function ρmin.
On the other hand since at most t variables could be used in OLS stage, the expected MSE is lower
bounded:
E[MSE] ≥ Θ(1/t). (124)
It can be seen that the minimum of (123) as a function of n, subject to the constraint (1), happens
for n = O(log t) if c log t ≤ µ−tkp−k with c = −1/ logC (therefore, similar to C, c is increasing in ρmin);
otherwise it happens for 0. If Θ(log t) ≤ µ−tkp−k , the minimum value attained by the upper bound (123)
is Θ(1/t) which is as low as the lower bound (124). This shows that for large t, the optimal number
of samples that should be assigned to the SPARCS stage of the n|(t− n) predictor is n = O(log t). As
t→∞, since n = O(log t), the MSE of the n|t predictor proposed in Sec. II converges to the MSE of
the n|(t − n) predictor. Therefore, as t → ∞, n = O(log t) becomes optimal for the n|t predictor as
well. 
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